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By product

by Products

Power PPM
Portfolio Management - no matter the strategy
Team Planner
Resource and Capacity demand Management
Time for Teams
User-friendly Time Registration
Power Hub
Your new favorite data platform 
What If
Portfolio simulation with resources, finance, and strategy
Present It
Custom reports with a single click



Success stories
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Better solutions in the medical industry with Power PPM
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Better insights & decision-making with Power PPM & Time for Teams









By design

By DEsign

Strategic Portfolio Management
Let strategy lead the way to portfolio success
Agile Portfolio Management
Keep agile projects on track
Hybrid Portfolio Management
Flexible work methods. Amazing results.
Product Portfolio Management
Get full ROI on product investments
Controlled Agility™
Elevating the agile organization with governance



insights
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The Digital Transformation: How Technology is Democratizing PPM
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From PPM to SPM to XPM with Projectum’s latest wave release









By industry

BY INDUSTRY

Life sciences
Manage Innovation and develoment 
Finance
Move fast and in the right direction
Energy
Make the complexities come together
Retail
Increase responsiveness and results
Manufacturing
Get the foresight you need to execute strategy



INSIGHTS
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The Digital Transformation: How Technology is Democratizing PPM
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From PPM to SPM to XPM with Projectum’s latest wave release










Insights

Our insights

Articles & News
The latest articles and flashiest tech news
Learning center
This is some text inside of a div block.
Events & Webinars
Learn with us in-person or online
Success Stories
How our customers use our solutions



Latest 
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From PPM to SPM to XPM with Projectum’s latest wave release









About us

About us

Meet Projectum
How we started and who we are
Careers
Want to join us? Explore our open roles
The digital neighborhood
Learn about the digital neighbourhood here
Partners
Learn about our partnerships



company news
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The Digital Transformation: How Technology is Democratizing PPM
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From PPM to SPM to XPM with Projectum’s latest wave release








Let's talk[image: ]





your strategy 
+ our SOlutions
= Results.
Great organizations don’t just happen.
You need strategic portfolio management that gets it.
That's where we come in.

Get in touch
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Learn more
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[image: ]Explore now
[image: ]Projectum turns 20! Take a look at our journey





PMO by design
Strategic Portfolio Management
Agile Portfolio Management
Hybrid Portfolio Management
Product Portfolio Management
Controlled Agility™


Process and information aren’t two separate things: they’re one. That's the key to Portfolio Management that drives strategy and creates results.




Success stories by industry leaders
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Strategic Portfolio Management
Where strategy meets impact. 

Learn more





Success stories
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Life sciences




Orifarm

The Orifarm Group is a dynamic international player in the healthcare business. Their vision of being the no. 1 in making healthcare a better deal brings tough requirements for any system handling the large and varied work they do: from R&D to Quality Assurance, production, manufacture, logistics, and more.
Read more
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Finance




Nordea

Nordea Bank Abp (Nordea), is a European financial services group operating in Northern Europe. The bank is the result of the successive mergers and acquisitions of the Finnish, Swedish, Danish, and Norwegian banks. Nordea is listed on Nasdaq Nordic exchanges in Helsinki, Copenhagen, and Stockholm and Nordea ADR is listed in the US.
Read more
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Manufacturing




Hempel

Hempel A/S founded in 1915, is a global supplier of coatings and services in the protective, marine, decorative, container and yacht industries. Hempel factories, R&D centres and stock points are established in every region and the headquarter is in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Read more
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ACKNOWLEDGED BY GARTNER

"Power PPM is a great tool that lets us manage the entire lifecycle of projects in our company"
- IT Manager - Healthcare and Biotech



show us where it hurts.
Get in touch with our brilliant team and share your current challenges and we'll share how we think we can help.

Get in touch
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Sign up for our newsletter to hear about webinars, events, and get our latest articles.



 
We're committed to your privacy. Projectum uses the information you provide to us to contact you about our relevant content, products, and services. You may unsubscribe from these communications at any time. For more information, check out our Privacy Policy.
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